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Abstract
The goal of this project is to examine the performance of different lossless
compression algorithms and determine which one would be the most
suitable for a cubeSat based communication system. As the cubeSat based
communication system has both high data collection potential and relatively
low data transmission throughput, optimal compression is a key performance
bottleneck for the overall system performance. We select an optimal subset
of the images that are generated using the IR camera mounted on a cubeSat
and compress these subset of images. The compression algorithms we
investigated and tested are run-length encoding, difference encoding, and
Huffman coding. Initially, we implement these algorithms in MATLAB.
Later, we will use the datasets developed in the first part of the cubeSat
project.
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Run-length encoding (RLE)

Compressed
Data

ORIGINAL DATA: WWWWRRRWWWWRW
COMPRESSED DATA: W4R3W4R1W1
Stores one data element followed by one
run-length element, representing the
number of immediate repetitions.
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Overview
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Goal
Develop an optimal lossless compression strategy for use on the
cubeSat platform

Approach
• mathematical optimization of different compression algorithms
using modeled image data.

Compression

Variable run-length encoding (VRLE)

Compressed
Data

ORIGINAL DATA: WWWWRRRWWWWRW
COMPRESSED DATA: W14R13W14R0W0
Similar method as RLE. Except the first bit is
reserved for indicating whether a run is present
or not.

Experimental results

Applications
mobile data collecting platforms that are constrained by the
communication bandwidth.

Difference Encoding
ORIGINAL DATA: WWWWRRRWWWWRW
COMPRESSED DATA: W000-5005000-55
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Stores one data element followed by a
difference value representing the difference
between the two data elements
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* This result is calculated using the ascii representations of W and R

Huffman coding assigns varying bit-length codes to each
symbol based on the symbol frequency. In the above
example the four symbols are a1,a2,a3,a4. based on the
sorting algorithm their assigned byte-codes are 0, 10, 110,
111 respectively.
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